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Running engines in nonstandard conditions, such as low-temperature ranges or using partially 

premixed mixtures, helps with reducing harmful emissions. The Linear Eddy Model (LEM) is 

a candidate to simulate these scenarios.  LEM is a regime and mode independent mixing model 

for reactive flows [1]. It advances finite rate chemistry and captures turbulence-chemistry 

interaction which is important for pollutant prediction.  Coupling LEM to a CFD code that 

simulates the spray chamber geometry is referred to as the Representative Interactive LEM 

(RILEM). A previous version based on volume coupling has been successfully validated against 

experiment [2]. A version of RILEM is proposed with a pressure coupling scheme whose key 

advantage is the intrinsic inclusion of latent heat of evaporation effects and wall heat losses in 

the pressure that is communicated from the CFD, wherein separate pressure modelling is needed 

in the previous version. Enforcing the CFD pressure will require LEM volume modifications. 

The conical formulation of LEM constrains the cone height to match with the combustion 

chamber bore while maintaining the cone volume by adapting the cone angle. Updating the 3D 

CFD chemical state from a unidimensional line will present limitations. A solution was to run 

multiple LEM lines in parallel with different turbulence statistics and average the results into 

one general solution. This approach has been entitled mRILEMs. It was tested for a single 

cylinder case of a heavy duty truck engine. The pressure trace was compared against experiment 

and reached good agreement. It was also possible to quantify intermediate species such as CO 

and OH. This work indicates that coupling mRILEM to CFD based on pressure will assure that 

the chemical state is properlycontrolled by the LEM lines. 
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